LITTLE WAVE
“Clik”
NOT JUST A WHEELCHAIR.
A MEMBER OF THE TEAM.
Evolving and growing with your child

Seat height, width, depth, CG, caster wing position, seat upholstery, seat pans...the most built-in adjustment available. With all the possibilities, meeting kids needs has never been so easy.
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, GROWTH IS JUST A “CLIK” AWAY.

Ki Mobility proudly offers the ultra-sleek and lightweight X-Core™ mags. These wheels have far greater stiffness and rigidity than conventional mags while keeping the weight to only 1 lb more than spokes. Now available in 20”, 22” and 24”
EXPANDING YOUR CHILD’S WORLD WITH CONFIDENCE.

BE DYNAMIC

Being able to move yourself in space is an essential phase of neurodevelopment. The challenge is maintaining security and stability. Our new adjustable dynamic 5th wheel, that allows you to adjust both the range and spring rate, makes it possible.

Whether setup in mid-wheel for the smallest riders or to help promote and teach the balance and wheeling skills that encourage confidence to overcome everyday obstacles and terrain. Be Dynamic.

Clik’s unique swing away armrest allows for independent angle adjustability, while integrated into the backrest for easy growth. Your arm is always where you need it.

The replaceable cross tube with TAPER LOK increases Clik’s rigidity resulting in an easier to push chair. Optional integrated receivers use less space so you can get everything in the right spot. The first time.

Compound offset frames ensure your kid has the fit they need. More room for abducted positioning, AFO’s and braces.
LITTLE WAVE CLIK

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

FRAME OPTIONS
- Clik - Transit System
- Clik - Fixed Height Back
- 1” Inward Offset Back Post
- 2” Inward Offset Back Post
- 2” Outward Offset Back Post

BACKREST OPTIONS
- Ki Fold Down Push Handles
- Bolt-On Push Handle
- Double Stroller Handle
- Ergo Stroller Handle
- Spinergy Release Cable

BACKREST OPTIONS
- Straight w/o Push Handle
- Stroller Handle
- Adjustable Height Back
- Straight w/ Push Handle
- Growing Seat Sling

UPHOLSTERY
- Tension Adjustable Back
- Rigid Standard Back
- Angle Adjustable Flip Up Arm
- Pediatric T-Arm
- Clik - Swing Away Armrests

UPHOLSTERY
- Waterfall Armpads
- Standard Armpads
- Tubular Flip Up Armrests
- T-Arm
- Clik Aluminum Angle Adjustable

FOOTPLATES
- Clik Aluminum Angle Adjustable w/ Riser
- Clik High Mount Angle Adjustable Flip Under
- Clik Angle Adjustable Flip Under
- Clik High Mount Aluminum Angle Adjustable
- Footrest Protector

WHEEL OPTIONS
- Mag
- Spoke
- Spinergy LX
- Spinergy Spox
- Coloured Mag

TIRES
- Marathon
- Full Poly
- Low Poly
- Pneumatic
- Pneumatic with Airless Insert

HANDRIMS
- High Pressure
- Aluminum Anodized
- Natural Fit LT
- Natural Fit Super Grip
- Natural Fit Std

WHEEL LOCKS
- Natural Fit LT Super Grip
- Poly-Coated
- Projection
- Pull or Push w/ Extensions
- Clik Short Thre Slicer Lock
### WHEEL LOCKS
- Clik Push to Lock
- Clik Push to Lock Flush Mount
- Grade Adds
- Clik Pull to Lock
- Lighted Microcaster

### CASTERS
- Microcaster
- Pneumatic
- 1" Poly Aluminum
- Poly
- Soft Roll Aluminum

### AXLES AND AXLE PLATES
- Quad Quick Release Axle
- Quick Release Axle
- Frogs Legs
- Clik Standard Fork
- Clik - Unive

### FORKS
- 5th Wheel
- Adjustable Dynamic 5th Wheel
- Clik - Anti Tips
- 1.5" Auto Buckle
- Pediatric Auto Buckle
- 1.5" Padded Auto Buckle

### ANTI TIPS
- 5th Wheel
- Adjustable Dynamic 5th Wheel
- Clik - Anti Tips
- 1.5" Auto Buckle
- Pediatric Auto Buckle
- 1.5" Padded Auto Buckle

### POSITIONING BELTS
- Airline Buckle
- BodyPoint Evoflex Pelvic Stabiliser
- BodyPoint Evoflex Pelvic Stabiliser Mounting Hardware
- Fender Side Guards
- Clik - Growing Seat Pan

### ACCESSORIES
- Backpack
- Micro Grip
- Padded Voicera Calistrap
- Removable Side Guards
- Rigid Frame Crutch Holder

### ACCESSORIES
- Bodypoint Aeromesh Calistrap
- Voicera Adjustable Calistrap
- Spoke Guards
- Tool Kit
- Removable Under Chair Pouch

### ACCESSORIES
- Impact Guards
- Purple
- Bright Green
- Pink
- Orange

### COLOURS
- Red
- Yellow
- Blue
- Pewter

### SPOKE GUARDS
- Blue Monster
- Super Puppies
- Robo Fun
- Havin’ a Hoot Rockin’ Reptiles
- Fairy Garden
- Rockin’ Reptiles
- Tutu Cute
- Tuxedo Time
Leckey are committed to providing prompt and efficient service that fits with your needs. Whatever the situation Leckey’s dedicated and experienced staff will be there to help.

Service
We will work with your NHS Approved Supplier to supply critical components to you within 48hrs enabling you to keep your stock holding to a minimum.

We will provide a 2 year warranty with all mobility seating to include annual servicing.

Leckey Mobility will provide training tailored to your specific needs and will be available to demonstrate new products as and when required.

As a valued partner Leckey Mobility will support you in delivering high service levels to your clients.

Ordering
Orders can be placed via your local Leckey representative or directly with us by emailing: WCS.orders@leckey.com

For dedicated customer service and technical support contact mobility@leckey.com or phone 0800 318 265

For service policies on all products outside warranty, please contact Leckey’s Customer Service department. James Leckey Design Ltd as manufacturer with sole responsibility declares that all products conform to 93/42/EEC guidelines and EN12182 technical aids for disabled persons general requirements and all parts of ISO-7176 test methods. Order forms and spare parts lists to extend the service life of the product and allow reissue are available on request or online at www.leckey.com.

Because we realise that users rely on our products in daily life we have built an after sales service that can be relied upon to deliver fast and effective support.
SPECIFICATIONS

Standard Weight: 23 lbs.
Seat Width: 14” - 22”
Seat Depth: 14” - 20”
Front Seat Height: 13.5” - 21”
Rear Seat Height: 11” - 19.5”
Top Frame Tubing Size: 1”
Bottom Frame Tubing Size: 1.125”
Weight Capacity: 250 lbs. / 350 lbs.
Ansi Resna WC-19 Transit: Yes